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The Fourteenth Annual Griffith Park Rally
will happen October 26-27. And it's truly a
happening! If you've been once, you'll be
back. If you've never been, all we can add to
the complete details described on Page 11 of
this issue is "Just BE THERE."
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Notes from the President......

DOUG BINGHAM
President

Money - M O N E Y - plenty of
folks know how to spend it - count
it - wish for it - but it helps the
world go around, and keep up the
quality of our SIDECARIST maga-
zine. Funding always seems tough!

But it's not impossible. We have
yearly dues, raffles, and we publish
several sidecar manuals - the most
recent one is Hal Kendall's Sidecar
Operators Manual. I think you'll
find it very interesting. Along with
the sidecar manuals sections 1
through 5, a lot of time and effort
have gone into these. They are a
must for a sidecar owner.

Also the Association keeps a
large supply of back issues of THE
SIDECARIST. Lots of good infor-
mation: towing trailers, alignment,
steering dampers, etc. Contact our
new book officer: Joyce Armour,
USCA, 633 Ogden Rd., New
Lenox, Illinois 60451. Thanks
Joyce for your help.

I'd like to add my thanks to the
Andersens who for years handled
the book officer job and with their
efforts put it on a profit basis.

Speaking of profit (guess it's
about time we clear this up) the
United Sidecar Association is a
nonprofit association.

This does not mean we can't
make a profit on sales of parapher-
nalia, rallies, raffles, etc. Being
nonprofit means you still pay for
services rendered. Like labor ...
boring type ... long hours ... some-
thing a volunteer wouldn't volun-
teer for! Expenses have to be paid -
postage, advertising, phone bills,
printing, and the list goes on.

We of the Executive Committee
do not make a profit, but we could
be paid for certain services ren-
dered and travel expenses. This has
never been done yet. But I men-
tioned last month what a privilege it
is to stand the cost of traveling to
our annual meetings. This could
start to be a hardship, and the Asso-
ciation could lose good, hard work-
ing people with a lot of experience
- which hurts the growth of our
Association.

If you have a burning desire to
know how much it costs - where it's
going - please send a stamped, self-
addressed letter to Ed Johnson,
USCA Treasurer. Ed will send you
a copy of our quarterly working
statement.
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Letters
MICHIGANDERS LIKED
RALLY IN MA
Dear Doug:

Thank you very much for sending me a
USCA patch and for the two Griffith Park T-
shirts for us. Your thoughtfulness is appreciated
more than you'll know.

Special "Thanks" to you (Doug), Dan,
Marlene, Jim, Ed, Marilyn and the Morris family
for all the work you did before, during and after
the rally. It was a great rally and we had a terrific
time. Looking forward to the next rally already!

Enclosed is our USCA renewal for next
year. We love being part of such a big, active and
caring group. It's more like an extended family
when everyone gets together.

Ride safe and God bless,

Ray and Gloria Kimball, #001621K, Lan-
sing, Michigan

TAKE GOOD CARE OF OLD
SIDECARISTS
To the Editor:

In answer to the man who wrote about
binders for back issues of the SIDECARIST, I
buy good quality Cardinal three-ring binders,
standard size and punch out the issues to fit,
using a Dyna Marker to label contents.

Ed Johnson, Treasurer, USCA

MC DOCTORS ASSN.
OUTREACH
Gentlemen (or Ladies):

I am secretary/treasurer of the Motorcycling
Doctors Association. We are a small group of
Physicians, Dentists, Veterinarians, and Podia-
trists who share a love of motorcycling as well as
careers in the health care professions. We are
dedicated to enhancing the image of the motorcy-

clist while stressing motorcycling safety and
awareness. Each year we hold a meeting in a
different area of the country to share ideas and
anecdotes as well as the good fellowship that
comes from being a part of an enthusiast group.

A problem we have, and the purpose of this
letter, is reaching potential new members ... those
individuals in the health care professions who
ride. Because the word "motorcycle" is consid-
ered an outlaw label by many of our professional
publications (we are Hell's Angels with Stetho-
scopes, you know!), we have not been able to
utilize the distribution of these periodicals to
reach new members. After a lot of head scratch-
ing at our recent meeting in Waynesboro, Vir-
ginia, the organization decided that our best bet
in reaching those who rode would be through
some of the marque-specific newsletters and
magazines. After the "organization" decided this,
they "volunteered" me to accomplish it!

Would it be possible to place an article (not
an ad), in an upcoming issue of the United
Sidecar Association magazine describing our
Association, telling a little of our history and our
goals while at the same time providing informa-
tion on how readers in the health care field could
be-come members?

I would appreciate any consideration you
could offer, or any suggestions you might have.
Thank you very much for your time and consid-
eration. I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Steven L. Kane, D.D.S. 123 Linden Avenue
Westfield, NJ 07090 '

Dear Steven
We cheerfully accept all articles about

motorcyclists, with the understanding that they
may be operated upon by the editor, whose
scissors are sharp.
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Letters
NOT THE ULTIMATE
SIDECAR EXPERIENCE?
Dear Editor:

Unfortunately I feel that Ralph Doner ("The
Ultimate Sidecar Experience," July letters) has
missed the whole point of riding a sidecar.
Enjoying the elements on your bike/hack rig is
what we real sidecar pilots are doing it for. I
would bet a survey would show that 99% would
prefer to ride a real sidecar to the kit car.

I am not disputing the quality or enjoyment
that one could get from this unit (Fire Aero) but I
fail to see how you could call it a sidecar by any
stretch of the imagination.

Any difficulties Ralph has had in handling,
etc., would be the cause of a sidecar rig that was
not properly set up. After 34 years of riding
sidecars and following the evolution of the sport,
I have learned that the handling is completely
controlled by having a proper mounting by truly
qualified person. Those of us who ride our
sidecars and have for so many years would and
are very willing to assist any newcomer with
their questions and needs. Mr. Doner should be
paid for his wonderful advertisement of the
product discussed. I do however feel that he will
enjoy it even more when he accepts the fact that
he is NOT riding a sidecar and is obviously not
cut out to enjoy the sport.

I wish him all the luck and many happy
miles on his newfound mode of transportation,
AND those of us who DO love sidecars will keep
on rolling.

Edward A. Millray, 305 E. Navilla Place I/
C, Covina, CA 91723

OPEN LETTER TO
SUSPICIOUS NATURED
PEOPLE

(Josh is a real person who wrote a real letter
about what could be - but in our case is not - a
real problem.)
Dear Josh,

I read your letter to Mr. Bingham and the
Editor of the Sidecarist. I am sorry you are upset.
The USCA Rally is a fund raiser. All profits go
into the general fund. In terms of air fares and
accomuuodations being paid for "numerous
people from California," I would like to address
that issue. I was one of three Executive Commit-
tee members from California who was at Ply-
mouth.

Doug Bingham and I both flew to Boston
and were picked up by Rally Host Jim Morris.
Dan Doyle rode 3700 miles with his family to
attend. My airline ticket was $280 plus it cost me
$100 for my share of the motel room. I took four
days off work without pay. Last year air fare to
Interlochen cost me $404 plus three days off
work without pay. This does not include food,
souvenirs, gas, etc.

I did receive free admission to both rallies
and a T-shirt. I saw very little of Michigan or
MA, as I was working all the time. If you feel
that my free Rally admissions the last two years
were a burden on the United Sidecar Association
or its membership, please let me know. I will
gladly reimburse the Association for both admis-
sions.

I became an Executive Committee member
after the Lake Tahoe Rally in 1983. I feel it is my
responsibility to the membership to be at as
many rallies as I can.

Terry Strassenburg and Ed Johnson, Execu-
tive Committee members from Illinois also paid
their own way. To my knowledge, no member-
ship money has ever gone to pay Executive
Committee members for plane fare, transporta-
tion, or motel fees. Some Executive Committee
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Letters
members have paid their own way since we had
the first rally in Bland MO in 1979.

I hope this answers your questions and
concerns on who gets paid at these rallies. NO
ONE.

No Association money has gone for any of
my expenses (stamps, paper, envelopes..) over
the last couple of years. As I am sure you know,
unfounded controversy and accusations cause a
person to reflect on whether the effort and
expense is worth it!

In terms of having the Association Rally in
Maine, Carl Johnson mentioned to me that he did
not feel the Maine site was big enough for a rally
the size of Plymouth. He said he could not find a
bigger site in that state.

At the Rally, Jim Morris, the Rally Host was
very busy. I know he operated on very little sleep
and hardly any food for four days. I did not hear
of the incident concerning Jim until I read your
letter. I know that rumors can run rampant whan
any large group of people are gathered. It is
better to come directly to any Executive Commit-
tee member at the time than to let these rumors
fester.

On the matter of your never receiving a
response to your letter of a couple of years ago, I
apologize. I received several letters from New
York chapter members about the same time. I
thought I had responded to them all, but appar-
ently I had not.

Al Lewis is again the New York Chapter
Director. I sent out a Chapter Director's Ques-
tionnaire just after Sue and I accepted this posi-
tion. I stated in that questionnaire that if no reply
was received, I would assume that person no
longer wished to be the Chapter Director. I did
not receive about 50% of the questionnaires I
sent out back. Al Lewis was one I did not get. I
found out later that Al's wife had been in the
hospital and his reply got lost along the way.
We're all glad to have him back on the job. I'm
sure he could use any help you can provide.

We are a small association. It takes a joint
effort of everyone working towards one common
goal for us to continue. Things can and will come
up that will not please everyone. We need to
learn from these, adjust where necessary, then
discard them and continue on. Remember, only
two people are paid in our Association; the
Membership Secretary and the SIDECARIST
Editor. Both positions are handled extremely
well, and the pay is small for the amount of work
done.

Safe Sidecaring,

Jim Krautz, USCA Chapter Director,
Granada Hills, Calif.

AL ROACH SIGNS UP NEW
MEMBER IN SEATTLE WA
Dear Mr. Roach:

I am enclosing my check for $20 to join
your Association. "Interested in sidecars" pre-
cisely describes me at present.

I'm 63, finally was able (my wife at last
permitting) at just past 60 to begin a motorcy-
cling career. I now have about 44,000 miles to
my credit - about half of that with my wife on the
pillion - and am hoping the fates will permit me
200-300,000 more.

I have recently moved back to Seattle after
many years in the Sacramento area, and am eager
to find a sidecar expert here.

Sincerely,

J.Walter Gunnarsen, Seattle, WA 98108

(Ed. Note: Al Roach still recruits out of the
same place: Villa Park, Illinois)
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KUDOS TO HAK AND RIDE-
BY-SIDE's CJ FOREST
United Sidecar Association:

I would like to say thanks to Hal Kendall
for the information from the Sidecar Operator
Manual, and to C.J. Forest of Ride-By-Side
Sidecar Company for their help in getting me set
up in a sidecar outfit. I run an '82 Suzuki 850 GS
Shaft Drive and an '85 Ride-By-Side car. I have
logged 4,000 miles on this setup since April
1985. I am very happy with it. Enclosed is a
photo of the outfit with the pilot and my two co-
pilots.

Tom Morse Lapeer, Michigan 48446

LET'S FACE IT: WE ARE
GOING THE WRONG WAY!
Dear Winston:

I've just received the August issue of the
magazine, and as usual am most impressed with
the contents - especially as it almost seems to be
an Australian issue! However.. your comment on
left-side driving is a little misleading. In fact, of
course, most of Asia drives on the left. Even
Japan! And there would be more sidecars in, say,

Letters
Malaysia than in all of the United States and
Australia combined (see enclosed photo taken in
Kuantan in Malaysia). The change-over, going
west, is on the Pakistani/Afghani border in the
well-known Khyber Pass; when I went through
there on a solos bike it was difficult to get used
to, but I imagine on an outfit it would be hell!

I can clear up your query about the colour of
the Russian outfit on page 27. Well, I can narrow
down the choice, anyway. The machines are
available in four colours. As I understand it, all
bikes made in the first three months of the year
are painted blue; the second quarter sees them
painted red; the third's colour is black; and the
October/November/December machines are a
particularly brilliant nile green. Does that help?

Regrettably, I don't have an outfit of my
own at the moment (but I've just awarded Alan
Parker, whom you feature in the August issue,
Best Sidecar at the rally I run). With a bit of luck,
I'll be on the road in a year or so with an R50/
Steib combination. I'll send you a photo then.

Best regards from Down Under,

Peter Thoeming, Albert Park, Australia
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SIDECARIST BLOWS
JOURNALISM 101
Dear Winston:

Australians are not really upside down at
all. Hal Kendall has you all convinced that they
are because he spends most of his life looking
down oil wells. When he stands up, the world to
him seems inverted!

Seriously, we were pleasantly surprised to
see our member profile in the August issue of
The Sidecarist even though my name is Parker
and not Palmer.

The Harley rig has lived up to our ex-
pectations, and is being used constantly. I have
added air to the front forks and also to the rear
shocks, and am very pleased with the results.

Solvang, CA next year is #1, 2 and 3 on our
priority list, and we are looking forward to being
there (if lots of things fall into place).

Very best wishes to everybody.

Alan and Pam Parker, Pambula Beach,
Australia

Australian Sidecarist Alan Parker and H-D

Letters
BP7 MOTORRAD ON-TRACK
FOR BONNEVILLE
Dear Doug:

It was good to see you again at the Sidecar
National in Massachusetts. I thought you might
be interested in the progress of our Bonneville
land speed record K100 BMW and EML sidecar.
The K100RS BMW has been fitted with a turbo-
charger designed jointly by us and Calloway
Engineering of Old Lyme, Ct. Special forged
pistons have been fitted. An air-to-air intercooler
will keep compressor air cool. Crankshaft horse-
power is nearly doubled.

The clutch has been modified to increase
clamping pressure on the single-plate dry disc.
The transmission will have a fifth gear increase
of 17%. A special ratio final drive gearset will
also be fitted. We have chosen the EML Sport
sidecar for this attempt as it has the lowest
coefficient of drag and weighs the least of the
EMLs. To meet class rules, we are fitting a full
roll cage built of 1-1/4 O.D. 090" wall structural
tubing. The original EML roll bar standard on the
sport model will not allow us to qualify. A full
passenger-restraint system, with Nomex clothing,
Halon 3-nozzle fire extinguishing system, and
remote fuel and engine cut offs are some of the
precautions necessary.

The EML chassis and suspension gear will
run unmodified with the exception of "V" rated
tires. The wheels and tires will receive very
accurate balancing and tire trueing or shaving.
We are on schedule for completion. Speed Week
begins August 18.

We are very excited about this entire
project. This form of racing is quite new to us.
Any tips from readers would be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Brian Casey. Sidecar Restorations, BMW
Motorrad of St. Louis
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Letters
INJURY CANCELS RIG
DEBUT AT PLYMOUTH
RALLY
Dear Hal:

By now the bags are unpacked, the
bikes re-washed, and the stories are being
told in the bars of the 1985 National Sidecar
Rally, but this is one person that unfortu-
nately missed it. On June 13th, only six
days before my wife Toni and I were to
leave for Plymouth, MA, I was hit in the eye
with a softball during a company sponsored
game. I remember the disappointment when
the doctor explained the seriousness of the
injury and that my vacation was off.

Believe me, after being in Interlochen
as a solo in 1984, I was ready to show off
my easy rider sidecar on a 1982 Honda
Sabre. Even more so, C.J. was ready for all
those compliments after everyone found out
what a great mount job he did. Oh well,
maybe next year. I want to thank Ed Johnson
for being so understanding and C.J. for all
his help getting my rig together. You are
what the USCA is all about, and what will
keep me signing up every year.

Hope you all had a great time.

Michael Johnson, Ft. Wayne, IN
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Chapter News
CLUB HUBBUB in the USCA
NEW ENGLAND SIDECAR CAMPOUT
WAS FUN

The New England Sidecar Campout was
held at the Gunstock Campgrounds in Gilford,
New .Hampshire on July 19, 20, and 21 under
warm, sunny skies. What was supposed to be a
"campout" had a better showing than expected.
There were 24 sidecars and 8 solo bikes in
attendance as well as a steady stream of onlook-
ers who just stopped by to check things out.

We had the entire Group Camping Area to
ourselves alongside the duck pond with fire-
places under the trees. Not more than 200 feet
away was one of the largest out-door swimming
pools we had ever seen -- and did that pool ever
get put to good use! The young children lived
there while the "older children" (the adults)
checked it out each hour all weekend long. We
had a couple from Quebec, Canada and the other
folks came from all over the Northeast.

Saturday morning we all took a tour of the
area, stopping at motorcycle shops and other
spots along the way. Jon Bourne was the tour
leader - and by the way, Jon was also the person
who made the contacts and got the camping area
for us. Thanks Jon, we all appreciate you.

Saturday evening we started a large charcoal
barbeque and all the families came under the
pine trees, cooked and shared their supper with
one another. Supper was followed by everyone
sitting around while one person at a time told a
story about something that happened to them
related to sidecars and bikes. It was all laughs
from beginning to end. We then sent Bob Hensel
off to buy some ice cream. So Bob went in to the
local country store and told them, "I want $25
worth of ice cream!" He cleaned their stock out
and came back to us with a wide assortment of
flavors including Dutch Choc., Dutch Choc.
Chip, Heath Bar, Butter Pecan and several others.
After the ice cream binge was over, a fire was
started for marshmallows. We encircled the fire
and stayed up late talking, laughing over silly
thoughts, and telling stories.

But like anything,.good times must come to
an end, and on Sunday morning we were all busy
loading up tents, coolers, and children for the
ride home. I had bike out by three bikers from
Vermont who were over in the White Mountains
for the day. Thanks guys; you are a few of the
thousand reasons I love, eat, sleep and talk
motorcycling all the time.

Carl Johnson, New England Sidecar Direc-
tor New Sharon, ME 04955

Swedish Sidecar Association
These emblems of the Svenska Sidvagn-

sklubben (Swedish Sidecar Association) are
reproduced on garments, decals and bum-per
stickers.
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USCA SOUTHEASTERN
CHAPTER NEWS

After spending the spring and early summer
in the doldrums, the Southeastern Chapter is
coming out of hibernation and spreading its
"wings" (also other Hondas, H-Ds BMWs, Kaws
and Yamahas). We've got rides/camping sched-
uled for October and November. October will
find the Chapter at the Slosheye Trail Big Pig Jig
in Vienna, Georgia (that's pronounced Vye-eenuh'
for you Yankees). The Big Pig Jig is a whole pig
barbeque contest which draws around 75 com-
peting teams, plenty of food, a parade and just a
lot of small town fun! If you ain't been to a Big
Pig Jig, you ain't lived!

The last ride of the season will be to Warm
Springs, GA, about 70 miles southwest of At-
lanta. We'll have a picnic lunch and visit FDR's
little white house and museum. A side ride is
scheduled to visit the Andersonville Prison of
Civil War fame.

Several members have travelled this year.
Renick Abbott and family spent most of the
month of June in France. Glen Lillquist took a
month off work for a trip on his CX500 to the
north-east and eastern Canadian provinces. Larry
Lehr rode 2500 miles in May through Tenn., Ky.,
Illinois, Mo., Kansas, Okla., Ark., Miss., and
Alabama. Had one day of 785 miles. The '79
Wing and Watsonian Monaco (mounted by Doug
Bingham in 1979) ran like a charm and didn't hit
one drop of rain in 9 days. Outstanding!

Jesse Land is in the process of redesigning
the windshield assembly on his EML hack.
While driving his Aspencade with EML attached,
he was experiencing a terrific wind blast to his
right ear caused by the EML windshield. Jesse
thinks he's got it solved.

I was looking through the June 1980 USCA
membership list and we have only four current
members of our Chapter who were members of
USCA five years ago - Renick Abbott (#194), Al
Harder (#579), Walt Hobbs (#408) and Larry
Lehr (#426).

Everyone is invited to any or all of the
events during the remainder of the year. Contact
Larry Lehr, 404/928-2111.

Keep your knees in the breeze!

Larry Lehr, Director, Southeastern Chapter,
Marietta, Georgia

F.I.M. RALLY 1985
By Julian Dellar

Germany's most famous racetrack was the
venue for this year's FIM Rally. The Nurburgring
set in the heart of the Eiffel mountains was a
good setting for this annual gathering of motor-
cyclists and this year's was the biggest gathering
ever, with over 2,300 participants from 19
countries.

Sad to say, some of these participants were
not too happy with what they got for their L70,
or with the organization of the event, which on
the first day in some respects was poor. Once the
bikes had been locked in the parc ferme there
was little to do. A welcoming meal was provided
in a huge marquee which was the venue for the
evening's entertainments as well.

But there was little else to keep the rallyists
occupied. A good guide to the Nurburgring
facilities was provided in the stylish rally bag,
but it was only in German. In the area near the
Marquee was an exhibition and shop from BMW
and a funny tee-shirt stand. Not really enough to
keep everyone fully occupied. On the other side
of the track, accessed by a road tunnel, there was
a Motormuseum and hotel and restaurant where
coffee could be bought.

My wife, Helen, and I eventually decided to
go and explore the village of Nurburg which is
dominated not only by the old north circuit, but
by the ruins of a large castle. In our own opinion
it was well worth the walk, the view from the
tower was wonderful.

Once the bike park opened, we rode back to
the hotel and waited to catch the bus back to the
circuit for the evening's entertainment. One thing

Chapter / Rally News
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to mention about the coach service was that they
were very strict on timing; if the bus was to leave
at 6:30 p.m. it did !

The traditional day trip was a cruise on the
Rhine, north from Remagen to Bonn and back.
The weather was generally better on the second
day so people could enjoy the large open deck
area, though there was no real chance to sun-
bathe. A definite plus was the quality of the food
served; it was excellent. It still amazes me how
the waiters managed to carry those huge trays,
which were heavily loaded. It was relaxing just
to sit and enjoy the scenery and listen to the
informative commentary.

To give you some idea of the comfort we
travelled in, the cruiser was capable of carrying
3000 people, and there were perhaps only 1500
people on board.

The evening's entertainment was very good
with local dancers, folk singers, a jazz band and
a good rock group. All of these were well re-
ceived, but perhaps the sound system could have
been improved upon, especially for the folk
singers. The atmosphere in the marquee was
typical of the FIM Rally with riders from each
country mixing well together. This convivial
atmosphere was enhanced by the availability of
beer and wine, but this seemed a little expensive.
So much so that some people bought their own
refreshments into the site. The food in the eve-
nings could have been better. Some of the meat
was not up to standard, and the organizers
resorted to using a 'sausage and chip' stand which
did very good business.

The highlight of the Rally for a lot of riders
is the Parade of Nations which this year was
around the new and old race circuits. It was very
different from the other parades Helen and I have
attended, which have been through towns. This
time there were no crowds, just some empty
grandstands. It was a shame, as some of the
Italians dressed as Roman soldiers, but there was
no one to appreciate their FIM Rally efforts. Still
the ride round the circuits was great fun, and I
think was enjoyed by all the participants.

Chapter / Rally News
As to the prize giving, Sweden seemed to

win every prize going, except for the sidecar
award which went to the French team who beat
the British team by one; still perhaps next year.

Was the Rally a success? In my own opin-
ion yes, but it suffered because of the 'secrecy' of
the event. We were told that the Rally was not
advertised in the German bike press for fear of
attracting the wrong element to the area. Cer-
tainly I'd never been to a rally like it. The fire-
work display at the end of the Rally was stunning
and something to remember.

Next year, the venue is Budapest, the capital
of Hungary which could be something special,
but it will be a long ride.

LIND/HART IN
VANCOUVER BC OCT 13

The record holding sidecar racing team of
Bruce Lind and Jack Hart from Seattle, Washing-
ton, are scheduled to appear at Westwood Race-
way, Vancouver, B.C., Canada for a WMRC club
race Oct. 13, 1985. Lind/ Hart hold lap records
for Westwood, Laguna Seca, Loudon, Road
America, Seattle, Sears Point, Mid-Ohio,
Brainerd and Portland, at speeds up to 98 mph.

PETS WATERBEDS AND
HARLEY-DAVIDSONS

An article about landlord secrets in Money
magazine's 1985 Home Buying Guide by Tyler
Mathisen suggests you weed out undesirable
tenants over the phone before allowing them to
see the dwelling. The article goes on

to say, "You may conclude, for example,
that you don't want to rent to families with pets,
waterbeds or Harley-Davidsons, all legitimate
prohibitions." Apparently Tyler believes H-D
owners like to bring them in the house. (Thanks
to Tom Jacobellis of Bronx, New York, who
called this item to our attention.)
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MSF News / Tollways
MSF APPOINTS RON
EDMONDSON TO BOARD

Mr. Ron Edmondson, Corporate Vice
President and Assistant General Manager of
Yamaha Parts Distributors, Inc., has recently
been appointed as Yamaha Motor Corporation's
Trustee to the Board of the Motorcycle Safety
Foundation. Mr. Edmondson joins four other
Board members from major motorcycle manu-
facturers to direct the Foundation's safety activi-
ties encompassing rider education, motorcycle
licensing, public in-formation, research and
legislation.

Before moving to Yamaha in 1978, Ron was
employed as Harley-Davidson's General Sales
Manager for Motorcycles and Golf Cars in
Milwaukee. His industry association background
is also quite extensive with three years of in-
volvement with the International Snowmobile
Industry Association and two years as a member
of AMA's Board of Directors.

"With two street motorcycles in the family, I
consider myself an avid enthusiast. I am looking
forward to participating in the Foundation's
active safety programs as both an experienced
corporate executive and a true motorcyclist."

Mr. Edmondson is married with two sons
aged 16 and 23, and lives in Brea, Calif. He is an
outdoorsman at heart and enjoys camping,
boating and fishing.

The Motorcycle Safety Foundation's pur-
pose is improving the safety of motorcyclists on
the nation's streets and highways. To reduce
motorcycle accidents and injuries the Foundation
has programs in rider education, licensing im-
provement, public in-formation and research.
These programs are designed for both motorcy-
clists and motorists. For the beginning or experi-
enced rider training course nearest you, call the
national toll-free telephone number (800) 447-
4700. A national, nonprofit organization, MSF is
sponsored by the motorcycle manufacturers:
Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki and BMW.

TOLLWAYS: YOU LOSE/WIN
USCA member Jack Sands received the

following reply to a letter of his:
Dear Major Sands:

Thank you for your letter re: the three-
wheeled motorcycle sidecar combination. In
answer to your question - Yes, it is our policy to
charge you the Class #3 rate.

We use the number of axles passing over a
treadle (counter) to determine the amount of toll
due. However, in the case of a three axle motor-
cycle such as yours, we do advise the patron to send
us the receipt and we will reimburse them for the
difference between a Class #1 (car) and Class #3. I
have authorized a refund to you in the amount of
$2.80 which will be sent to you shortly.

Sincerely,

William J. Burke, Director, Toll Collection,

Another one of Jack's letters received a less
favorable reply:

NJ TURNPIKE AUTHORITY
Dear Mr. Sands:

In response to your letter dated May 13,
1985, our toll collector was doing his job cor-
rectly. If the vehicle has more than two axles, the
toll rate structure is $.50 per axle. Your motor-
cycle with the sidecar would fit the three axle
category since the sidecar is not directly in line
with the back wheel.

One of our methods of counting vehicles is
through a treadle counter which counts axles.
Consequently, if the collector had not charged
$1.50 as he did, he would have been short $.90
and the collector would have to pay this shortage.

It is hoped that this information will satisfy
your inquiry.

Sincerely,

Samuel E. Donelson, Superintendent Dela-
ware Memorial Bridge
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THE SIDECAR SONG
Composed by Jonathan Marshall USA Member

No. 94 - August 1978

Sung to the tune of Okie from
Muskogee

Chorus
I'm happy to be rollin' down the pavement
I'm proud to be American and free
I'm glad I have a motorcycle sidecar
And a U.S. Highway rollin' under me

Refrain
They call the thing a 'combo' or an 'outfit'
A sidecar or a 'sidehack' or a 'chair'
From Maine to Illinois to California
My sporty 'combination' gets me there

I dreamed I drove my combo up to Heaven
St. Peter said, "That sidecar's really sharp
Do you suppose that I could get an outfit
To carry round my halo and my harp?"

The man who rides a solo motorcycle
He surely leads a very lonely life
That's why I'm glad I have a handy sidecar
To fill with kids and dogs and cats and wife

So get yourself a motorcycle sidecar
It's a wonderful conveience you'll find
Perhaps your bike can even pull a trailer
And haul your good old ma-in-law behind

I wouldn't trade my sidecar for a Buick
Or even for a brand new Cadillac
Chey got one too many wheels to suit my fancy
So I'll stick behind the tiller of my hack

Repeat Chorus

SONG / WOW
THE "LOVE ME TENDER"
MOTORCYCLE RUN

On Sunday, October 13, 1985, Women On
Wheels, Los Angeles Chapter will present "LOVE
ME TENDER," the first motorcycle event to
benefit battered women and their children.

Several hundred motorcyclists are expected
to participate in this private event on a subject
that's not a private matter anymore. Bikers will
gather at Tiny Naylor's restaurant in Los Angeles
to register and receive their ride pins. Then,
riders and celebrities will be escorted on a scenic
journey through the back roads of the beautiful
coast to an oceanside Malibu Park where there
will be lunch, entertainment, horseshoe throw-
ing, volleyball, baseball, a celebrity auction and
fun for everyone. Celebrities anticipated to
participate are Ken Norton, Donna Mills, Joan
Van Ark, David Groh, Mike Farrell, Joyce
Dewitt, and many more. Many of these celebri-
ties are avid supporters of "Stars for Shelter," an
organization founded in 1976 by actress Karen
Grassle, better known to many as Caroline
Ingalls in "Little House on the Prairie."

The $20.00 rider fee ($15.00 for pre-regis-
tration) and $10.00 passenger fee will go to the
California Coalition on Battered Women, to be
disbursed to shelters so that these women and
their children can heal their physical and emo-
tional wounds and learn skills to survive in the
world on their own.

All bikers are welcomed; because of the
powerful reputation bikers have earned over the
years for their support and unity in times of great
need for others, a large turnout is expected. Ride
pins and T-shirts will be available at registration,
however, we encourage everyone to pre-register.
There will be no admittance to the park without a
special entry pass designated for this event only.
For more information or to obtain a pre-
regiatration form, please call 213/395-1171.

Ride Safely.
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Legal Aid
EVEN WHEN YOU'R RIGHT
YOU CAN LOSE
By Russ Brown 1-(800)-4-BIKERS

Imagine yourself riding through the gently
rolling backways of northern California on a
warm summer's day in the early afternoon. All of
a sudden, another vehicle appears directly in
front of you going the opposite direction. With
nowhere to go, you close your eyes, hold your
breath and pray your health insurance is paid up.

Now imagine, it is all over and you have
subsequently learned that the other driver was
drunk when he hit you; yet not only have the
police determined that the accident was your
fault, but you have received a citation along with
the bill from the hospital. Thus was the misfor-
tune of one of my clients.

The facts are these: the motorcyclist was
travelling on State Route 92 in an unincorporated
portion of San Mateo County on his way home
from a friend's. His riding companion was with
him the entire time and was a witness to the
carnage that followed. After making a lefthand
turn and continually travelling in a northbound
direction, a Datsun pickup truck going south-
bound in the northbound lanes struck the motor-
cyclist headon. The police arrived and after
making an initial eye-ball of the scene, while
conversing with the driver of the pickup "de-
tected a distinct odor of an alcoholic beverage
emitting from his breath." The officer further
stated he "... noticed his (the driver's) eyes to be
red-rimmed and bloodshot."

In addition to the pickup driver's slurred
speech and mumbling, he miserably failed the
field sobriety test. You don't need to be a Jack
Webb or an F. Lee Bailey to figure out who was
at fault. However, after the smoke had cleared,
and the motor-cyclist had gotten out of the
hospital in a wheel chair, the following hap-
pened:

First the motorcyclist was given a citation
for driving on the wrong side of the road. This
was in complete contradiction and in disregard to

the fact that the witness had told the officer of
the pickups being on the wrong side of the road.
Second, the police, in their report, placed the
blame squarely on the motorcyclist for failing to
yield to traffic and of being inattentive. Lastly,
the police listed on the police report that the
witness stated that the accident occurred when
the motorcyclist pulled in front of the pickup and
was broadsided, a statement that the witness
emphatically denies ever saying.

Through the efforts of this office, the
motorcyclist was cleared of his citation. The
district attorney was finally convinced to speak
to the witness. Without further complication, all
charges against the motorcyclist were dropped on
the day of the trial.

This office thereafter did a personal in-
depth reconstruction of the accident scene. From
it, it was determined that at least 90% of the
Datsun pickup was on the wrong side of the road
at the moment when he impacted the motorcy-
clist. And although the pickup driver told the
police that he had had merely two glasses of
wine with lunch that day, tests determined that he
was well in excess of the 0.10 percent limit of
blood-alcohol set by the state law.

In terms of the criminal consequences on
the drunken pickup driver, he has since pleaded
guilty and is rapidly approaching his sentencing
date in which the motorcyclist, through this
office, will address the court on the issue of
punishment.

Approximately two weeks after this acci-
dent the driver of the pickup, again while drunk
and driving his pickup, was involved in another
accident. This time, however, it was he who
sustained the injury.

As to whether the motorcyclist will be able
to recover for his permanent injury from the
pickup driver's insurance, we have been in-
formed that they feel the accident was still the
motorcyclist's fault, and for that reason he is
entitled to nothing. The insurance company's day
in court is also upcoming. We will keep you
informed.
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HELMET REMOVAL CAN
CAUSE INJURY

As a witness to a motorcycle accident, either on
the street or in the dirt, our first reaction when aiding an
unconscious rider is to remove his helmet. STOP!
Further injury to the neck and spinal cord could be
caused by improper helmet removal.

Getting a helmet on can prevent serious injuries.
Getting a helmet off an accident victim improperly can
cause serious injury ... unless you know the technique
for proper removal.

A seven-step process designed to properly advise
paramedics and ambulatory personnel of the safe
removal process is to detailed in "Techniques of
Helmet Removal from Injured Patients." A copy is
available from: American College of Surgeons 55 East
Street Chicago, Illinois 60611

Rider groups and clubs should be made ware of
the process and actually practice the procedure as part
of their first aid program.

HOW QUICK CAN YOU
DISCONNECT?
By Martin Franitza, West Germany

The Graham Bros' first sidecar (1903) was fitted
to the motorcycle by eyebolt type clamps. However in
that former era, speeds were low and the concepts of
sidecar lead, motorcycle leanout, sidecar wheel toe-in,
and trail had yet to be developed. Of course, problems
like frame breakage, wheel collapse, slipping belts,
unreliable electrics, inadequate lubrication and so on,
were all too common. Not until later were these
concepts and the problems solved.

The eyebolt/spade connection still persists to this
day. And, the problem is compounded if four or more
fittings are attached. If the outfit does not handle
correctly, it may require hours of labor to undo and
realign the eyebolt/ spade connections so that the outfit
is trimmed out properly. How many spades are de-
signed so the spade is always left in the correct vertical
alignment and still tight so it will not rotate or slide on
the frame member? There must be a better way.

Miscellaneous
Back in 1912, the Hercules sidecars were fitted

with a ball joint mounting system. It was a forerunner
of today's ball and collet system. But, it had one major
drawback. The fine threads were easily damaged and
difficult to adjust if dirt filled the threads. Also, only
small adjustments were possible.

Walter Stove, a famous German sidecar manufac-
turer of the thirties developed a truly quickly detachable
ball joint system. He used this system on his own
sidecars. Soon his system was used by Steib, BMW
and Royal. However, the English manufacturers stuck
to the old fashioned spade/eyebolts even to this day.
Even EML uses eyebolts. Only a few manufacturers
like Carell or Walter of Germany, DJP of Australia and
a few American manufacturers provide some type of
quickly detachable ball and socket mounting system.

Which is better? Both systems have proven stable
and reliable. Both systems, if improperly designed,
have proven defective. If the ball is too small it will
break. If the clamp for the eyebolt is not properly
designed, it will rotate, slide or crush frame members.

The ball and socket system is easier to install but
the parts are more expensive. The spade system is
easier to make and less costly. What is your choice?

HAPPY BIRTHDAY HACK'd
Jim and Chris Dodson have recently published

the first anniversary issue of their quarterly magazine,
HACK'd, an informative publication for people who
have or wish they had, the extraordinary third wheel
attached to their motorcycle.

Working out of their home in Portland, Oregon,
the couple exhibits enthusiasm for this little known and
highly misunderstood contraption, designed to trans-
form a two-wheeled motorcycle. Due to the wide and
sparse extent of these particular mechanisms, an
international flavor is present in the magazine, with the
motorcycle/sidecar units being referred to as combina-
tions, rigs, outfits, and other superlatives, depending
upon the speaker's background.

The high energy exuded by sidecarists is catch-
ing, and after reading HACK'd a person becomes
aroused enjoying the world of sidecars.
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Feature Story
Gila: 20,001 miles under her
belt, er, collar
Youngstown Ohio - Vindicator - 7/8/84

Plastered with bright stickers from 32 states,
the sleek black motorcycle purrs along the free-
way.

A passing truck slows, the driver craning his
neck to make sure he's seeing what he thinks he's
seeing. Is it possible that the occupant of the
sidecar is a dog? A big dog, hunkered behind the
high windshield, relaxed, sporting a wide, red
collar with silver studs?

And the cyclist - shapely, blond curls peep-
ing from beneath the white safety helmet, lips
becomingly glossed?

The trucker isn't hallucinating. He's looking
at Chloe Channel, Boardman grand-mother of
five, and Gila, her 4-year-old Doberman pin-
scher.

Together, they've logged between 15,000
and 20,000 miles, and the trucker's astonishment
is the typical reaction of motorists who encounter
the unique duo.

"People follow me into rest stops and
restaurants and campgrounds, and sometimes I
think I should have a tape to play to answer all
the questions," Chloe says. "We’ve had thou-
sands of snapshots taken of us, even movies by
people who put the camera out the car window.

"I know this: With Gila, I need never worry
about anyone stealing the cycle even if I left the
key in the ignition. She won't get out unless I tell
her to, and when she is out, she lies on her rug
beside it."

Patting Gila, Chloe adds, "She's even more
protective of me than she is the cycle. I'm not
concerned about anyone bothering me."

Always physically active - she's roller
skated, bowled, bicycled - Chloe's love affair
with motorcycling began almost 20 years ago.

"There was this place at the Boardman

Plaza that you could rent a Honda by the hour, so
I tried it. I loved it and finally bought my own
Suzuki 125. After I mastered that, I got a 500,
then a 750 BMW and finally a 1000 BMW," she.
relates.

Gila, whose AKC registered name is Gila
Hess Jet Stream, came into Chloe's life as a 6-
week-old puppy. When Gila was 12 weeks old,
Chloe made the mistake of leaving her alone for
more than a few hours while she went motorcy-
cling.

"When I came home, my living room was
shredded - demolished, destroyed - and I had to
make a decision: give up motorcycling, give up
Gila, or find a solution," she reminisces.

The solution was a sidecar, which would
allow her to have her cake and eat it, too. Gila's
introduction to the sidecar was gradual. She was
leashed in it for a few minutes, then a little
longer. Chloe let her get used to the sound of the
engine - which is not deafening - before riding
her around the block.

"Back home, I praised and hugged her and
let her out. The next day we went a little farther.
Finally we went about 10 miles and she did fine.
At first she'd look at the children, the other
animals, the cars and trucks, but she soon ig-
nored them and rode like a lady," Chloe says.

But Chloe worried about Gila's being tied in
the sidecar. If there were an accident, the dog
would be trapped. She had to learn to ride untied.

"The first time was scary. We'd stopped to
eat - she'd been chained until then - but I un-
chained her for the return trip and told her to
stay. I was going about 40 mph when suddenly
she wasn't there. I looked back just in time to see
her getting to her feet in a field. She was scraped
and skinned, but no bones were broken. I washed
the blood off and put her back in, and she's never
jumped out since."

Gila's name is printed on the sidecar, and in
the attached saddlebag is all her travel gear: flea
and tick spray; insect repellent; a summer hat and
a winter hat; a long-sleeved turtleneck; a raincoat
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and a heavy coat and blanket for winter; her rug;
food and water - and a rawhide bone to gnaw on
in camp.

"When we're in the South or the day is
extremely hot, I have a white towel that I pin
over her back," Chloe says, "and I keep it wet
with a spray bottle because her black coat ab-
sorbs heat very quickly."

Amid the stickers from states on the cycle
are three special ones: Retreads XL Plus, CMA
and USA. Chloe explains they represent motor-
cycling organizations to which she belongs.

"The Retreads XL Plus - you have to be
over 40 to join - is a worldwide organization
founded in California. It's for people who just
like to ride for pleasure and good fellowship.

"CMA stands for Christian Motorcycle
Association. It's statewide and it, too, is pushing

Feature Story

LOOK AGAIN — Motorists passing this pair
on the nation’s highways and byways always
do a double take, often taking pictures from

their windows or following them into rest
stops. The driver is Chloe Channel of

boardman and her constant companion is
Gila, a 4-year-old Doberman pinscher.

They’ve been in 32 states.
Photo by  Robert K. Yosay

to change the image of motor-cyclists. The
president is an ordained minister and we have
services where we camp. The USA sticker is for
United Sidecar Association."

When Chloe's children - Laretta Luggie of
New Waterford, Celeste Hahn of Youngstown
and Air Force Sgt. Cynthia Guest of Abilene,
Texas - and grandchildren come to visit, Gila
allows them to ride in her sidecar, even though it
means she must stay behind. "But ordinarily she's
very jealous of it and no one else is allowed in,"
Chloe says.

"A mechanic I'm not," she emphasizes. "The
Roman Cycle Shop has kept me moving trouble-
free all these years."

(From Youngstown Ohio VINDICATOR, 7/
8/84)

LET'S GO — Gila almost grins as Chloe
readies their camping gear. On the cycle seat
beside the gear is Gila's summer hat, part of
several all-weather outfits that are kept in a

special compartment.
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Industry News
EASY-TO-STEER
LEADING-LINK FORKS
FROM THE SIDECAR SHOPPE

The Sidecar Shoppe in Sacramento, Califor-
nia, announces the availability of leading-link
front forks manufactured in England by Unit
Sidecars.

Designed for sidecar use, these forks are
constructed of thin-wall tubing for superior
strength. To smooth out the bumps, they utilize
sealed bearings in the swing arm pivots, and
adjustable Falcon shock absorbers.

Installation is a bolt-on process as these
forks are designed to use the stock motorcycle
wheel, axle, brake rotors and calipers. They are
available for more than 40 models of popular
modern and vintage motorcycles with suggested
retail prices starting at $525.

The advantage of the leading-link fork
design is the ease in steering effort and improved
handling characteristics achieved by reducing the
frame/fork trail geometry. Following the
manufacturer's recommended setup, the Unit
assembly reduces trail to approximately 0.75
inch. This produces quicker', easier steering and
often eliminates the need for a steering damper.

Available through The Sidecar Shoppe,
2580 Rogue River Drive, Sacramento, CA
95826. Telephone (916) 361-3990.

Unit LL Forks
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HONDA CR500/EML
MOTOCROSS SIDECAR

This nickel-plated chromoly steel frame
imported from Holland, plus EML platform,
converts your 1985 Honda CR5O0R water-
cooled two-stroke into a side hack motocrosser.
It is available as a kit for $1760, or you may
order a completely assembled Honda/EML
combination ready to race for $4060 from Whit-
ney Sidecars, 401 Lambert Road, Carpinteria,
Calif 93013. Telephone (805) 969-2901.

HONDA CR500/EML MOTOCROSS SIDECAR

Industry News
SOURCE NEEDED FOR
POLISTIL MODELS

Members have asked about obtaining the
BMW R75/5 with sidecar and the Harley-David-
son with sidecar, both models by Polistil of Italy.

Our source, International Playthings of New
Jersey, .has dried up. Does anyone know of an
alternate source, preferably wholesale? If so,
please drop Hal Kendall a line at 711 Plainwood
Drive, Houston, Texas 77079.
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‘Tec Note
SIDECAR ATTACHMENT
AND ALIGNMENT

These fitting and alignment instructions are
recommended for Squire sidecars, but may be
applied to other makes. If you have a handling
problem, compare your installation with Squire's.

After you have rerouted control cables and
electrical wires, and allowed adequate learance
between attachment bracketry and such compo-
nents as fuel tank, oil tank, battery, crankcase,
brake hoses, water and/or oil radiator, frame tabs,
exhaust pipe(s), etc.:

Place the motorcycle on the center stand.
Assemble the four eyebolts to the frame. For
rigid assembly, the four attachment points should
be as far apart as possible when the machine is
viewed from the side. Tighten eyebolt clips
evenly so they seat properly and are not strained.

When the clips have been located on the
motorcycle frame, the sidecar can be placed
alongside.

Rest the sidecar on axle stands, blocks of
wood, etc., so that with the tire resting on the
ground, the rear cross member is horizontal and
the front of the frame is approximately 1-1/4
inches higher than at the rear (this is for appear-
ance, and does not affect the handling).

With the sidecar parallel to the motorcycle,
align the sidecar rear cross member 1-1/2 inches
ahead of the rear wheel spindle. This will pro-
vide the required 9 inches of lead. The distance
between the sidecar and the bike should be as
small as possible provided that there is adequate
room for the rider and pillion passenger, and
clearance for the kickstarter if necessary.

The sidecar must be positioned to give the
correct toe-in before fitting the lower attachment
arms. Obtain two straight edge planks at least as
long as the combination. Support these 6 inches
off the ground on either side of the combination,
touching the front and rear tire sidewalls. Check
to see if the measured width of the motorcycle
front and rear tires differ and allow for this in the

positioning of the straight edge.  The toe-in is the
distance between the straight edges measured at
the front of the combination subtracted from the
rear. This should be approximately 1".

The lower arms may now be fitted. In most
cases, these will have to be short-ened to suit.
Hence the need to set the toe-in first. If difficulty
is found lining up the arms, it may be found that
a dip or adaptor plate has been fitted the wrong
way round. By slackening off the clips and
sidecar clamps, an optimum position will be
found. On no account strain the clamps into
place.

With the lower arm in place and all bolts
tightened up, carefully lower the motorcycle off
its stand onto its wheels. Since the upper arms
are not in place, care should be taken to prevent
the bike falling over. Check the alignment again
and readjust where necessary.

The motorcycle must now be made to lean
away from the sidecar by 1/2 inch from the
vertical at the top of the steering head. This is to
compensate for the drag of the sidecar, and the
amount will depend on the road camber, and the
normal cruising speed. If the outfit is found to
pull towards the sidecar, increase the leanout.

The upper arms can now be assembled.
Before fitting the inner and outer members
together, offer these up to the bike and sidecar in
their correct position to determine whether the
inner members need shortening. Saw off the
minimum amount in case later adjustment
requires the upper arms to be lengthened. For
proper clamping, there must be at least 2 inches
in engagement. The positioning of the upper arm
clamps on the sidecar can be varied to give
clearance for passenger legs, panniers, etc. Bear
in mind that the shorter the arm fitted length, the
more rigid the outfit will be.

With all four bolts in place, finally tighten
nuts and bolts and recheck the alignment again to
ensure that the lead, toe-in and lean-out are
correct.
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When the alignment is correct the combina-
tion, driven with the correct technique, will steer
with ease to the left and right. A slight bias to the
offside when running straight, however, is desir-
able to oppose the effect of the road camber and
the aerodynamic drag at high speed.

The sidecar may be detached from the
motorcycle simply by removing the bolts from
the fork ends at the four attachment arms. This
will not upset the alignment, and the sidecar may
easily be remounted to the motorcycle when
required.

HANDLING AND DRIVING
TECHNIQUES

Due to its assymetrical layout, the combina-
tion requires a unique but easily acquired driving
technique. For the novice and particularly those
with only solo experience, it is advisable to spend
an hour or so in practice on a level open space
before venturing onto the busy roads. With an
experienced rider and passenger, a Squire combi-
nation may be drifted in complete control round
left and right hand bends.

On acceleration, the combination will veer
towards the sidecar, and on slowing down will
veer the other way. This is normal, though dis-
concerting at first. A straight course is kept by
steering in the appropriate direction, use of the
throttle, or a combination of these depending on
the circumstances. The characteristics of the
motorcycle to accelerate around the sidecar, and
the sidecar to overrun the motorcycle on decelera-
tion, is used as an aid to cornering.

With the sidecar fitted to the left hand side
of the motorcycle, right hand bends are taken by
closing the throttle thus allowing the momentum
of the sidecar to carry the outfit round. Left hand
turns have to be taken with Aution on account of
the possibility of the sidecar wheel lifting if taken
too fast. It is important to slow down and change
into a lower gear if necessary before turning left.
The turn is then taken under acceleration with the
driver leaning towards the corner.

‘Tec Note
For sidecars fitted on the right hand side of

the motorcycle, as in the US, the procedure for
turning left and right is the opposite to the above;
i.e., left hand bends taken on closed throttle and
right hand bends, entered slowly but taken under
acceleration.

Wheel lifting is initially an alarming experi-
ence, and the reaction is to straighten the steer-
ing. With sufficient space, this will effect a cure.
The use of the rear brake can also help to turn the
combination towards the corner as well as
reducing the speed. Do not, however, take risks.
Until you are experienced, slow right down. A
passenger in the sidecar will reduce the tendency
for the wheel to lift, and some ballast in the
sidecar may help. When cornering with alacrity,
remember Dr. Fuddledum's advice: Don't let the
cheese slide off your cracker!

Steering Wobble
Steering Wobble may be caused by:

Tire pressures too low - increase by 3 to 5 p.s.i.

Excessive play in cycle steering or suspension -
correct as necessary.

Tire not running true - loose or buckled wheels.

Insecure attachments - inspect all nuts and bolts.

Too much trail - reduce where provided for. A
reduction in the overall diameter of the front
wheel will reduce this, or different forks may
be fitted.

Steering Wobble may be caused by a combi-
nation of faults as well as some basic features of
the construction of the motorcycle and can be
difficult to eliminate entirely. Experiments with
friction and hydraulic steering dampers and
different tires will be of value.
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Heavy Steering.
Reduce trail if possible. This is done by moving

the front wheel spindle forward relative to the
steering head. Wider handle bars will give
more leverage.

Outfit pulls to one side.
Pulls towards sidecar - increase lean out.

Pulls away from sidecar - decrease lean out,

Steering heavy one way despite use of throttle.
Alter lead on the sidecar wheel. Increasing lead

improves steering away from the sidecar,
decreasing improves steering towards the
sidecar. Too little lead causes tipping on right
hand bends.

Bottoming of motorcycle suspension.
Increase spring preload if provided for, or fit

stiffer springs.

‘Tec Note
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Advertizement
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Sidecar Fans
Celebrity Sidecar Fans

Familiar Charlie Chaplin imitator Billy Scudder (top) reclines on the step of T. Bamford's 750
Triumph/Globe Launch sidecar. USCA member Perry King (above left) star of NBC's "Riptide,"
checks out Doug Bingham's Honda GL 1200/Watsonian Oxford. Viet Nam vet and USCA member
Gary Daynor and Diane Shotterbeck (above right) borrowed Doug's outfit to attend the Emmy
awards ceremony at the Century Park Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles, where Gary accepted the best
documentary award for "The Invisible Soldier."

Tom Ambrose created this documentary after Viet Nam, overcame all obstacles and criticism to
shoot it, then tragically was killed in an auto crash with 98% of the task finished. Thanks to Hal and
Amy Bowers who worked with Tom and completed the film, and special thanks to Bruce English,
Gary Daynor, Craig Huston, Shad and Rick Sykes and all the other Viet Nam vets who served. Shad
Messhad, director of the West Coast Vet Center, reports the Emmy is proudly on display there.
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Legal
CHILD RESTRAINT LAWS
By HAKendall

Several sidecar owners with small children
have written about child restraints in sidecars. In
summary, no one was opposed while there were
some who felt a requirement law could be or
should be mandatory. Some States already have
mandatory laws in existence. It will be necessary
to determine what systems have been tested for
sidecar use and have been accepted or approved
by those particular States. Our position will be:

A) The USCA will support and encourage the
use of child restraints and/or seat belts in
sidecars for the purpose of transporting mi-
nors.

B) The USCA will not adopt any position regard-
ing the use of seat belts for adults in sidecars.

C) The USCA will not oppose any laws for
requiring and using child restraints in sidecars.

D) The USCA will not, at any time, actively
pursue making these devices mandatory in
sidecars.

E) The USCA will encourage sidecar manufac-
turers to consider suitable mounting points for
child restraints and/or seat belts.

F) The USCA will encourage the manufacturers
of child restraints and/or seat belts to see what
types are best suited for sidecar use.

G) The USCA will actively oppose any require-
ment by any State to prohibit passengers in a
sidecar based on the age of the passenger.

The USCA will actively oppose any require-
ment by any State prohibiting the number of
passengers in a sidecar, providing the sidecar was
built to accommodate the number of passengers
carried in a safe manner.

These proposals are not yet set in stone. We
ask you to carefully review and to address either
supporting or negative views to your scribe at
711 Plainwood Dr., Houston, Texas 77079.
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Museum
Doug BINGHAM TOURS MUSEUM

Pictured here is a well-preserved (not restored) 1937 1000cc 25 bhp twin-cylinder BSA Model
G14 with standard tourer sidecar, which is on display at the National Motorcycle Museum in En-
gland, from whence Doug Bingham sent greetings in the latter part of August, signing his postcard
"Cheers." (They may have brainwashed the poor bloke!)

Doug says he took lots of pictures, and future issues of The Sidecarist will benefit greatly from
them. Of course he hasn't gotten back to Fotomat to have them developed, so we can only wait and
see how these great pictures turn out.
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Coming Events

OCT 11-12, Slosh Eye Trail Big Pig Jig, Vienna Georgia. Southeastern Chapter, USCA. Contact
Larry Lehr, 404-928-2111. Read USCA Southeastern Chapter News in this issue, Page 9.

OCT 13, New Jersey Fall Get Together, Cedar Creek Campgrounds, 1052 Route 9, Bayville, New
Jersey-08721. Everyone welcome. Contact Jim Rebisz, 7 East 25th Street, Long Beach Isla4', NJ
for further information.

OCT 13, "Love Me Tender" Motorcycle Run, Los Angeles, Calif. See Page 13 for full details.

OCT 26-27, USCA 14th Annual Griffith Park Rally, Los Angeles, Calif. Details on Page 11.

NOV 9-11, 2nd Annual San Diego Daze/Havasu Nites Rally, Parker Dam, Calif. Details below.
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. FIRST TIME ADS

80 Moto Guzzi convert 1000 cc with Hitchiker
sidecar. $2950. Consider selling separate. 30
miles so. of Memphis TN. Tom Teague, 5689
Myers Rd., Byhalia, MS 38611 601/838-6047.

1978 Yamaha 1100 with Vet-ter Terraplane. Bike
is set for sidecar use and painted black. Deliv-
ery possible. $4250. 1951 Zundapp KS-601
with Steib S-500. Restored to perfection for
the discriminating collector. Delivery possible
$8500. Phone 414/639-1958.

WANTED: Motorvation formula 2 sidecar to fit
1982 Gold Wing. Gene Lambert, 455 Pucker
Rd., Waterloo NY 13165. 315/568-6168.

Cycle sound (no cover). Standard speaker Poly.
$50.00. Perfect shape. I'll ship! Contact
Michael Johnson, 219/483-2036 or 745-5511.

Jawa sidecar, black, brand new, still in box.
$1000 firm. Jim Kent, 69 Oakland St.,Red
Bank NJ 07701. 201/842-3035.

1984 Neval Mt-12 sidecar. Driven, low mileage.
$3500 firm. Jim Kent, 69 Oakland St., Red
Bank NJ 07701. 201/842-3035.

Immaculate, mint shape! 1973 Harley
Electraglide with matching all steel HD
sidecar. 27,050 original miles. Carefully
maintained. New brakes, engine overhaul.
Asking $6250. Mrs. Paul Breneman,
Millersville PA. 717/872-8283

1981 Yamaha 400, 9000 mi. Full dress w/sidecar.
Like. new. $1750 or best offer. Leo Kehus,
403 First St., S.W. Wadena MN 56482, 218/
631-3782 (home) or 218/631-2832 (work).

Classic 1949 Harley-Davidson with sidecar.
Original. Reduced price or best offer. Betsy
Ek, 9937 No. Shore Dr., Duluth, Minn. 55804.

Harley Sidecar complete and excellent with
mounts for 1967 to present. $1500. Also for
same, brand new fiberglas body with interior
and trim $600. Also have mounts for JD, VL,
Pan and a very rare set that adapts 1936 to 57
motorcycle to the VL sidecar. Stan Brizzie,
7620 55St. N., Pinellas Park FL 33565. 813/
545-2144.

1966 R60/2 totally restored w/Velorex sidecar.
Must sell. $3500. Will separate. Malverne NY.
Call 516/887-3623

1973 Gold Wingwith Vetter fairing and trunk.
Calif. companion sidecar. Oil cooler. Heavy
duty clutch, GEM rear, elect. ign. 34K mi.
$3700. Bill Hopkins, 1744 Jonathon, Vista,
CA 92083. 619/726-6034.

83 Aspencade w/Vetter Terra-plane color
matched in red and gold stripe. Show bike.
Has stereo, color TV,

blower, extra gas tank and many more extras.
Only 13M miles $20,000 + in it.

$11,550 OBO. Geo. Aumiller, 714/549-2228
days or res. iii6p eve. 714/591-3306.

1980 HD classic w/sidecar. Black/grey. Excellent
shape. Must see to appreciate. 14,000 miles.
$10,000. 1981 Moto Guzzi G-5 1,000 cc
15,000 miles. Windjammer, 2 new Michelins,
saddlebags, excellent touring bike. $3000.
Linda Watts, 193-D North Dairy Rd.,
Beltsville MD 10705. 301/474-5747.

BMW R69S w/Jupiter Sidecar. Mint condition.
All original. Same wheels all around. Sidecar
mounted spare wheel. Sidecar brake. Turn
signals. Denfeld seats. All original sidecar
gearing. $5000 firm. Jan W. Nijssen_ 719
River View Dr., San Jo4 CA 95111 408/578-
5708.
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. SECOND TIME ADS

I won the sidecar at the 85 USCA rally. Would
like to sell same. See June Sidecarist for
choice. Contact Maysey Dyne, 1285 Michael
Cres., Cambridge Ont. CAN. 15196537542.

Spirit of America sidecar. New tire. Has Tonneau
cover, driving light, windshield wired for
stereo headphones. $750 OBO. Jerry E.
Wright, 19614 McKillop Rd., NE, Scotts Mills
ORE. 97375, 503/873-5885.

New Wasp or EML Moto X racing sidecar kits.
Convert your 85 Honda water cooled
CR500RF. Kit includes frame, sidecar wheel,
leading link forks, and shocks. Ralph Whitney,
401 Lambert Rd., Carpinteria CA 93013, 805/
969-2901.

Russian bike owner! Now available BMW
engine, complete kit for Dnopr or other Rus-
sian bikes. Also complete bike with BMW
engine. E. Schulz, Gen. Del, Victoria Harbour/
Ont. LOK - 2 AO Can.

1980 Calif. Friendship side-car (white) on 1977
Yamaha XS 750 2D with fairing, fork brace,
oil cooler. Fun functional rig. $1600. Dave
McCurdy, 1731 Princeton Ave., St. Paul, MN
55105. 612/698-8492.

1967 R60 w/Earles and side-car restorations
Steib S500. Cycle is orig. and nice. $4500 as a
unit or $2500 for sidecar w/mounting hard-
ware. A.D. Johnson, 1419 So. San-dusky,
Tulsa, OK 74112 918/834-5317 after 5:00 or
weekends.

WANTED: fender for HD metal tub - trim and
top pea light. H.F. Patterson P.O. Box 37,
Cody, WYO 82414, 307/527-7395

1965 /2 frame with 72 R75 eng. Ural car, 5
speed. New Metzeler block K's. New brakes,
Plexstar-2 shield. Must sell. Unemployed.
$4350. OBO - Jack 312/832-0807

1979 Gold Wing with Velore sidecar. $2800.
James Kent, 69 Oakland St., Red Bank NJ
07701, 201/842-303`

1981 Motorvation roadster. Mag wheel, cony.
top, gas tank, brake. Will deliver 250 miles.
$3000. Rodger Mattson, 4 Holly, East Alto IL
62024, 618/254-4309.

79 Gold Wing dressed with custom built sidecar.
Black w/white cony top, inter-changeable
hardtop, sliding windows, sunroof, disc brake,
CB, AN, FM, large trunk, lights. Call or

write for details. $4950. Joe Cabral, 230
Sebastian Dr., Milbrae, CA 94030, 415/697-
7129.
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Manufacturers & Services
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Bookshop
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Application Form
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